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ABSTRACT 
This paper gives a number of theorems extending or related to theorems obtained 
by Fan in an earlier paper on strictly dissipative matrices. Tbe new results involve the 
eigenvalues of A -‘A * and a d e erminantal inequality involving A and its Hermitian t 
and skew Hermitian parts, when A is strictly dissipative. Some of tbe results extend 
to arbitrary (i.e., not necessarily dissipative) matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An n-square matrix A with complex entries, written as A= H + iK for 
Hermitian H, K, is said to be strictly dissipative if the imaginary component 
K is positive definite. In a recent paper [l], Fan found a number of 
interesting inequalities involving the eigenvalues of the matrix A- ‘A* when 
A is strictly dissipative. For certain of Fan’s results there exist additional 
theorems of the type developed in [7,8,9], and in this paper we shall give 
some of these theorems. 
2. NOTATION 
Let A = H + iK be strictly dissipative, as in Sec. 1, and let 
k,> ..a > k, >O, 
h,> ..- >h,, 
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be the eigenvalues of K, H respectively, with 
h,>O=h,+,=... =h,>h,+,. 
Then (see [l]) U= K ‘12A -‘A* K -‘/’ is unitary, with Z - U nonsingular. 
Thus let the eigenvalues of A -‘A * be 
expil?r,...,expiiZ, 
with 
It is also shown in [I] that the numbers 
A,= -cotg31,...,~= -cotgen 
are the eigenvalues of K - ‘/‘HK - ‘12, so that by the law of inertia we have 
erh=e,+,=-- =e,>e,+,. (1) 
Furthermore, h,, . . . , X, are the roots of det(XK - H) = 0. 
Let A, denote the principal submatrix of A obtained by deleting row t 
and column t. Then A, = H, + iK, is also strictly dissipative; thus let the 
eigenvalues of Ate ‘A: be 
exp iO,,, . . . , exp ifI,,,_ 1, 
with 
Then the numbers 
ttl= -COt*etl ,..., &n_l= -cot&et,,_l 
are the eigenvalues of K,- ‘12Ht K, - ‘I’, and therefore are the roots of det([K,- 
HJ = 0. 
3. ARGUMENTS OF THE EIGENVALUES OF A-‘A* 
The following theorem gives a quantitative aspect to the inertial property 
(1) above. 
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THEOREM 1. 
(i) Forarrychoiceofsisbsoript~ir,...,i,withl<i,<~~~ <ir<r,we.haoe 
sfyi+-.,<iI & 
.9=l 
(ii) For any choice of subscripts i,, . . . ,i, with s < i, < + . . < i, < n, we 
have 
Proof, 
(i) By Corollary 1 of [7], applied to the conjunctive matrices H and 
K - ‘12HK - ‘12, we have 
Since Xi = -cot+8i and -cot&x>&x--s) for n<x<2m, the result is 
immediate. 
(ii) Applying Corollary 1 of [7] to the matrices -A, -B= S( - A)S* (in 
the notation of [7]) yields inequalities of the same form as those in the 
corollary, but involving tbe absolute values of the negative eigenvalues of A, 
B. Applying these inequalities to H and K -II2 HK -li2, we obtain 
Here (\]=cotge,. Using -cotgx<&(r-n) for O<r<n then yields the 
desired results. l 
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The inequalities of Theorem 1 give close estimates only when the ei- 
genvalues of H are not too large in size. 
Suppose now that B = L + iM is another strictly dissipative matrix (L, M 
Hermitian). Let the eigenvalues of B - 'B* be 
exp io, ,...,expio, 
with 
In Theorem 6.1 of [l] it is shown that if (Hx,x)(Kx,x)-’ 2 (Lx,x)(Mx,x)-’ for 
all nonzero vectors X, then 19~ > wi for i = 1,. . . , n. Let us take L = H, so that 
A = H + iK, B= H + iM. (The indices r, s are then the same for B as for A, 
since they depend only on the inertia of H.) By the condition just given, if 
(Hx,x)[(Mr,r)-(Kx,x)] 20 f or all vectors x, then 8, > wj for i = 1,. . . ,n. In 
particular, this will be the case if M - K and H are both positive semidefinite 
or both negative semidefinite. We shall now give a related result in which 
the semidefinite restriction on H is relaxed. We use notation as introduced in 
Sec. 2. 
THEOREM 2. If K - M is positive semi&finite, then 
ol>e, ,..., u,>e,, 
w s+l~es+l,...,i49n. 
Proof. Let u/ = - cot ioi, i = 1, . . . , n. The quantities 4, ai are respectively 
the eigenvalues of K -‘/2HK -l/2 and M - ‘/2HM -l/2 Let R = K - ‘/2M l/2 
Then K - ‘i2HK - ‘1’ = R (M - ‘j2HM -li2) R *. We claim that each singular 
value of R is at most 1. Assuming for the moment that this is true, the proof 
is completed by applying the Ostrowski quantitive version of the law of 
inertia [5,7] as follows. With p denoting the maximum singular value of R, 
we have X, < ~“u, for i < r and 3 > p2u, for i > s, so that + < ur for i < r and 
X, > ur for i > s. Since -cot&x is an increasing function, the result then 
follows. 
To prove that p < 1, we need only show that (RR *x, x) Q (x,x) for all 
vectors x. This is equivalent to (MK -‘/2x,K - ‘i2x) < (x,x), for all X, and 
hence equivalent to (My, y) < (Ky, y) for all vectors y. But this follows from 
the fact that K - M is positive semidefinite. w 
When H is positive definite we may assert this: wi = f$ for all i only when 
K = M. Proof: Assume H definite and wi = ei for all i. Then + = ui for all i. If 
Pi> I** > CL, are the singular values of M, we have Xi + * . * + A, 
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< p;u61+“’ + &+ for aII t, by Corollary 1 of [7]. This, however, implies 
that pL1=*** = ~_k = 1, and therefore that MM* = I,,. From M = K -'i2M lj2, 
we then get K = M. 
Let t be a fixed integer, 1 < t < n. In [l] Fan proved that the arguments 
8 tl,. . . , et,,_ 1 of the eigenvalues of A,‘A,? interlace the arguments B,, , . . , 0, 
of the eigenvalues of A - ‘A * : 
8,>8,,>8,>8,>*** >e,_,>e,,_,>e,. 
This follows from the fact that the 4 = - cot 8 Si, j = 1,. . . , n, are the roots of 
det(AK-H)=O, and the &= -cotiB*, j=l,...,n-1, are the roots of 
det(XK, - HJ = 0, together with a known interlacing property of roots of such 
equations. Using techniques developed in [8], we now give a refinement of 
this interlacing result, in which attention is focused on the Sti, for fixed j and 
aIIt=1 , . . . , n. Specifically, we bound the arithmetic mean of one argument 
0, arising from each (n - I)-square principal submatrix of A, in terms of a 
convex combination of the arguments Bi, 0,+, between which this arithmetic 
mean must lie. 
THEOREM 3. Let 
1 48 
‘p=;r 
1 
so thut O<cp<l. 
(i) Zf e,,, > 77, tht3 
n-l f: eq~(i-~)ei+l+cpei. 
t=1 
(ii) Zfl$< 7, then 
~-lt~~e~~cl-~)s,+~i+~. 
Proof. Since K is positive definite, there is a nonsingular matrix S such 
that for all A, 
AK-H=Sdiag(h-A,,...,A-&JS*. 
Let ft(A)=det(XK,- H,), f(A)=det(M - H). Set S*-‘= (Q. Then, as in [8, 
p. 981, 
Since 
f(x)=detK fi (A-A,), 
l-1 
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the leading coefficient of f,(X) is det KZT, llst112, and therefore 
Setting h = Ai in (2), and assuming A,, . . . , A,, are distinct, we obtain 
By interlacing, each fraction on the right-hand side is between 0 and 1, so 
that 
Because Z~_lls,1j2 is the (t,t) diagonal element of S*-‘S-l= K -l, we have 
Zy_ Jst112 < k;l, and hence 
Using the concavity properties of the function - cot ij x, it is easy to see that 
hi-l--h, ( %f-1-3 
+-+ ql-ei 
Hence 
if 3 > 7r, 
if 0, < 71. 
for Br > n, 
for 6f < 7r. 
(3) 
(4 
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Sum these inequalities (3), (4) over t= 1,. . . ,n. Since X~_i]sc1]2 is the ( j, j) 
diagonal element of S - ‘S* - ‘, a matrix having the same eigenvalues as 
S*-‘S -l= K -I, it follows that X~_i]sqj2 > l/k,. Using this estimate, simple 
algebraic rearrangement then yields the desired conclusions. n 
4. REAL PARTS OF THE EIGENVALUES OF A -‘A * - ’ 
Let A = H + iK, B = L + iK, C = M + iK be three strictly dissipative 
matrices of order n (H, K, L, M are Hermitian) with the same imaginary 
component K. Let {LX,}, { /3,}, {yf} be the eigenvalues of A-‘A*, B -‘B*, 
C -1c*, respectively, numbered so that Real > Req+,, Rep1 > Reg+i, Reyj 
> Rey 
d 
+i. Assume that M = aH + bL with real numbers a, b satisfying 
a’+ b < 1. Fan [l] proved that 
+sgr [(1-Recu,)-‘+(l-Re&)-‘-(1-Rey,)-’] >&, 
for any t=l , . . . , n. We now show that this result extends to a scattering of 
eigenvahies, as follows. 
THEOREM 4. Zf subscripts is, j, satisfy 
l<i,< *** <i,<n, l< ii<-** <j,<n, it + jt < n + t, 
then under the assumptions above, we have 
L. 
t 
t 2 (( s-l l-Re~6)-1+(l-Re/3&-1-(l-Reyi,L_,)-l) >J. 
Proof. As Fan shows, HK -'H + LK -'L - MK - 'M is positive semi- 
definite, so that 
(K -"2MK-'MK-"2x,x)<(K-'~2HK-1HK-1'2x,x) 
+(K -"'LK -'LK -1'2x,x) (5) 
for any vector x; and furthermore, the eigenvalues of K -1/2MK - 'MK - '12, 
K -'/2HK -'HK -lj2, K -'i2LK -ILK -'I2 are respectively 
(l+Reyt)(l-Reyi)-l, (l+Re$(l-Reo$-‘, (1+Re,8~)(l-Refi~)-1, 
j=l,...,n. 
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Suppose orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalues are 
g,,...,&; q,. . . , en; fi,....fn. 
According to [6], there exists a t-dimensional space C, such that 
dim~,n(e,,...,e,)>t+l-s, 
didq-l(f~,....f”>~ t+l-ss, 
dime,n(g,,...,&,+,-,)>s, s= ,.*.,t. 1 
(The symbol (e) denotes the linear span of the enclosed vectors.) If we 
choose an orthonormal basis x i, . . . , xt of e, such that X~ E (ei, . . . , e,,), then 
(K-“2HK-1~~-1’2r,,r,)((1+Rea()(l-Re~~)-1, s=l,...,t. (6) 
If, instead we select the orthonormal basis xi,. . .,x, of C, such that 
x,E(J,,...,f,), then 
(K -‘/2LX -‘LX -‘/2xs, x ) Q (1 + RePf,)( 1 - Re&) -l, s=l,...,t. (7) 
And if we select the orthonormal basis xi,. . . ,x, of C, such that 
x,E(g, r...,&i+i_-s), then 
(K-“2~~-1~~-1’2r,,r,)>(1+Reyi+i_,)(l-Reyi+i,_,)-1, 
s=l,...,t. (8) 
Set x8 for x in (5) and sum s = 1,. . . , t. Since a sum such as 
i (K -‘i2HK -‘MK -“2xs,xs) 
s=l 
depends on C, only and not on the particular orthonormal basis xi,. . .,x, 
appearing, from (6), (7), (8) we obtain 
i (1+Rey4+b- s)(l-Reyi+f_s)-l< 9 (l+Rw,jl-Reai)-’ 
s-1 s==l 
+ ~~r(I+Rej3L)(I-Re/3L)-1. 
The desired result follows from this by rearrangement of terms. n 
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5. SINGULAR VALUE INEQUALITIES 
In [l, Theorem 9.21, it is shown that the jth singular value of A [denoted 
by sj(A) with s,(A) > * * * > s,,(A)] satisfies the inequality ki < +(A) when A is 
strictly dissipative. This inequality is a special case of an inequality valid for 
arbitrary matrices, not merely strictly dissipative matrices, as we shall now 
show. 
THEOREM 5. Let A = H + iK, with Hermitian H, K, be an arbitrary 
n-square matrix, and let the eigenvalues of H, K be h, > * * * > h,, k, > . . . 
Proof. For any unit vector x, we have I(Hx,r)l= (Re(Ax,x)] < ](Ax,x)] 
]]Ax]] = (A*Ax,x)“~, and similarly ](Kx,r)] < (A*Ax,x)‘/‘. (This step fol- 
lows [l].) Let u i, . . . ,u, be orthonormal eigenvectors of H corresponding to 
h 1,. . .,h,, and let vi,. . ., v,, be orthonormal eigenvectors of A*A correspond- 
ing to si(A)‘,..., 
(v,, * * *, 
s,(A)‘. There exists a unit vector x E (u,, . . . ,ui) n 
v,). Suppose h, > 0. Then I(Hx,x)l=(Hx,x) > hi, and (A*Ax,x) 
< Sag. This proves (i). To prove (ii), take x to be a unit vector in 
<u,, * * *, QN+.., 4) and use I(Hx,x)l= -(Hx,x)> = -hi, (A*Ax,x) 
> s/(A)~. The proofs of (iii), (iv) are similar. n 
k,,, respectively. 
(i) Zf hi > 0, then hi < si(A). 
(ii) Zf h. < 0, then [hiI < s~_~+~(A). 
(iii) Zf kj > 0, then ki < sj(A). 
(iv) Zf ki<O, then lkJ<~,_~+i(A). 
When A is strictly dissipative, Theorem 5 yields Fan’s result ki < si(A) for 
j=l,,.., n; that is, sj(K) < si(A) for i= 1,. . . ,n. Even when A is not strictly 
dissipative, we obtain s,(H) < s,(A) and s,(K) < s,(A) from Theorem 5. 
However, in the nondissipative case, neither s,(H) < s,(A) nor s,(K) < s,(A) 
need hold. A counterexample is 
A=[ y i]+i[ “,” “11; 
here s,(H) = s,(H) = 1, s,(K) = 2, s,(K) = 1, s,(A) = 2.618, s,(A) = 0.382. 
However, it follows from an inequality for the singular values of matrix sums 
first proved by Fan [3] that we have 
$K) ( 2 ~~(4, m=l,...,n. 
i=l (10) 
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To prove (9), simply apply Theorem 5 of [3] to the relations H=2-‘(A + 
A*), K=(2i)-‘(A-A*), noting that A and A* have the same singular values. 
By a result of Thompson [9] applied in the same way, the following extension 
of (9) is immediate: if 1 < i, < * * * < i, 4 n, with f < (m+ n)/2, then 
REMARK. Theorem 5 above is contained in [4], though not quite in full, 
and with a proof somewhat different from that above. 
It is interesting to compare (9) and (10) with the known inequalities [3] 
Z;_ is/(A) < 2; = is (H) + C”_,S (K), for m = 1,. . . ,n, or [9] more generally, 
Zr;l&i,+j+ (A)<~~_,st(Hj+~~_,~~*(K), when l<i,<*** <i,,,, l( il 
< *.+ <j,<n, im+j,<m+n. 
6. A DETERMINANTAL INEQUALITY 
In [l], Fan proved that if A = Z-Z + iK is an n-square strictly dissipative 
matrix (Z-Z, K Hermitian), then 
]detA12/” > ]detH]2/“+detK2/“. (11) 
We shah give first a proof of (11) slightly simpler than that in [l], then a 
generalization to arbitrary (not necessarily dissipative) A. 
THEOREM 6 (Fan). Zf A = H+ iK (H, K Hermitin) is n X n and strictly 
dissipative, then (11) holds. 
Proof. Since K is positive definite, there is a nonsingular matrix X such 
that XKX* = Z, and XHX* = diag(d,, . . . , d,,). Let A, = XAX*. Then 
( ]detA,]2)1’“= 
V” 
+l=(JdetH,12)i’“+1 
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(by the Minkowski inequality). Dividing by {det XX*}‘/” then leads to (11). 
The case of equality is easily obtained from the case of equality in the 
Minkowski inequality. n 
We now give the generalization to arbitrary matrices. First consider the 
equation 
det(AK - H) =O. (12) 
When K is positive definite, this equation has only real roots; in general, it 
may have nonreal roots, which however occur in complex conjugate pairs. 
When K is singular there may be fewer than n roots. However, then cc is a 
root, i.e., det(K - @) = 0 has root p = 0. It may happen that (12) is true for 
all A, but when this is the case A, H, K are all singular. Let us call this the 
singular case; otherwise we have the nonsingular case. Let the finite roots in 
the nonsingular case be [i, .$a,. . . . We regard cc as a real root. 
THEOREM 7. If A = H + iK is n x n with H, K Hermitian, then 
]detA12/” > C’/“(]detH]2/“+]detK]2/“), (13) 
where C is arbitray when A, K, H are all singular; and in the nonsingular 
case (that is, when at least one of H, K, A is non&g&r), we have 
cc - II lC+ 11 
t l&12+ 1 ’ 
& not real 
the product extending over all nonreal roots & of (12). In the non-singular 
case, we have 0 < C < 1, with C = 1 precisely when (12) has only real roots 
(in particular when K or H is definite). Equality holds in (13) when, and 
only when, either A, H, K are all singular, or all roots of (12) have equal 
absolute value. 
Proof. We apply the simultaneous conjunctive reduction of a pair of 
Hermitian matrices, as explained in [lo, 11,121. By combining and extending 
the results in [ll, 121, it is possible to show that, given Hermitian H, K, there 
exists a nonsingular X such that X(AK - H)X* becomes the direct sum of the 
following four types of matrices, of dimensions (2e - 1) X (2e - l), e X e, 
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A 
-1 h 0 
-1 . 
. . 
0 h 
-1 0) 
h -1 
x -1 0 
. . 
R-1 
. . 
h -1 
0 
” 5 
X-6 -1 
-1 
5 red, c=+1; 
. . 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 h 0 
x 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
c= kl; 
0 
A 
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0 
A-F 
0 A-S -1 
. . 0 
A-$ -1 
- 
A--% 
0 A-% -1 
. . 0 
A-C -1 
0 
- 
I not real. 
Matrix I is singular for all X, and contributes a singular block to all of Zf, 
K, A = H + iK. Matrix II contributes a nonsingular block to both H and A 
and a real root 5 to (12) with multiplicity e. Matrix III contributes a 
nonsingular block to both K and A and root 00 to (12) with multiplicity e. 
Matrix IV contributes a nonsingular block to both H and K and nonreal roots 
[, g (each with multiplicity e) to (12). Thus A, H, K are all singular only 
when at least one block of type I is present. 
Let xHx* = H,, XKX* = K,, XAX* = A, = H, + iK,. If the pencil X-H 
has a direct summand of type I, then H, K, A are all singular and (13) is 
valid, each side being zero. Assume, therefore, that no blocks of type I occur. 
From type II we obtain _the contribution IS+ i(= to IdetAJ, and from type IV 
the contribution I(t+ i)([+ i)l” = IE+ ilelt+ iJe. Thus 
ldetA,12= fl ltt+ il2 fl I(&+ i)l” 
t t 
E, real .& not red 
= IJ (5;2+1) II l(6+i)(E-i)(l,+i)(&-i)l 
6 red IIn<:> 
= y (g+l) rI Is,“+lll$2+l( 
=E+,l 
IIIl~>O 
=hI(l&12+1). 
t 
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An examination of types II, III, IV shows that ldetH,(2=JJ#t12, and that 
IdetK,12= 1 or 0, according as blocks of type III are present or absent, By 
the Minkowski inequality, 
IdetA,12/” = C’/“( II (,&I”+ ‘))‘/’ 
t 
= C’/“(IdetH,12/“+1) 
> C”“((detH,12’“+(detK,12’“). 
From this the desired inequality is easily obtained. 
There is equality when a block of type I is present, i.e., when A, H, K are 
all singular. If there is no type I block, then equality forces there to be type 
III blocks only, or else no type III block and all 141 equal. Type III blocks 
correspond to the root cc of (12). Thus we have equality precisely when A, 
H, K are all singular or when all roots of (12) have equal absolute value. m 
COROLLARY. When A, H, K are rwt all singular, the inequality (11) is 
valid whenever the solutions X of (12) are all real. 
The author is indebted to Professor Fan for providing him with a preprint 
of PI. 
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